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style, andrevised throughout; and to them is prefixed a preface explaining
all that is known of the fortunes of the several volumes and scattered
elements of the Paston correspondence. A supplement, moreover, contains
105 other letters hitherto unpublished. Most of these had been, calen-
dared in the third appendix to vol. iii. They then belonged to the
Roydon Hall collection, but are now in the British Museum. It is a
pity that the inventory in that appendix, which reappears in the present
edition, has not been supplied with references to the numbers wbich
the letters bear in the new supplement. The remaining letters are also
in the British Museum, with the exception of five which belong to
Pembroke College, Cambridge, and one which had been published in
Palmer's ' Foundation and Antiquity of Great Yermouthe.' Mr. Gairdner
is to be congratulated on the shapely form in which his famous edition is
once more given to the public. Q.

We need do no more than barely chronicle the receipt of another
volume of the abbe P. Feret's learned and laborious work on La Faculti
de Th&ohgie de Paris et sea Docteurs les plus CiUbres (' Epoque Moderne.'
Tome second, XVI« Siecle, Eevue Litteraire. Paris : Picard, 1901).
As the(work goes on it assumes more and more the form of a biographical
dictionary, and the present volume contains few names which will awaken
much interest in the mind of a reader who is not a specialist in the
history of Gallican theology. E.

The New History of the Book of Common Prayer, by the Rev. F. Procter
and the Rev. W. H. Frere (London : Macmillan, 1901), deserves its title.
It is not merely a new edition of Mr. Procter's standard ' History,' for the
•work has been to a very large extent rewritten, and in part remodelled,
by Mr. Frere. The changes to which attention is chiefly directed in the
preface relate to the history of the Edwardine Prayer Books and the
treatment of older liturgical materials made use of in the Reformed books ;
but every page bears witness to the thoroughness and scholarship of the
revision. No one could have done the work better than Mr. Frere has
done it. In this Review it is only necessary to say that the book is now,
in a much higher degree than previously, indispensable to students of
the religious history of the second half of the sixteenth century, and that
it may be accepted as a safe and conveniently arranged text-book for those
who wish to study as well the origines as the later revisions and proposed
revisions of the English Prayer Book. S.

Roger Ludlow, a kinsman of the regicide Edmund Ludlow, who
emigrated to New England in 1680, was deputy governor of Massachusetts
and afterwards of Connecticut, but owes his fame to the fact that he
drew up the constitution of Connecticut and codified its laws. Mr.
John M. Taylor in his monograph Roger Ludlow, the Colonial Law-
maker (New York : Putnam, 1900), traces his career carefully and adds
new information about Ludlow's employment in Ireland after his return
from America. From December 1654 to December 1659 Ludlow was
commissioner for the administration of justice and for the adjudication
of claims to land, and he was still living at Dublin in July 1664.
These facts were not known to the author of the article on Roger Ludlow


